Fast Web-Server Access

This service is no longer available

For any visualization purposes, if you need to use graphical user interface (GUI) application on the cluster follow the steps below:

1. Open a web browser and type the following address and hit return:
   https://hpcc.brandeis.edu:3443/
2. Accept to proceed without a certificate (This is a certification issue that will be resolved shortly)
3. Type your login information and hit return
4. Open a session and select GNOME
5. For the first time, you will be asked to set initial settings
6. Open Activities tab on the top left of the screen and then open terminal.
7. Launch an interactive session as described in Interactive Jobs
8. Load your software module and start the GUI

See below for the steps on the web browser.

Do not forget to close your session once your work is done.
Bienvenido.

Ready to Go

You're ready to go!
Do you want to terminate this session?

- GNOME

[Buttons: Terminate, Keep]